
EVOLVE EXCHANGE MISSION:

The mission at Evolve Exchange is to 
provide companies our comprehensive 
suite of services empowering businesses 
to the next level of certification and 
beyond.  

Evolve Exchange will provide you with 
the tools and services needed to achieve 
Meaningful Use Stage 2 Certification 
using our secure medical cloud based 
infrastructure.  

By joining Evolve Exchange, you will 
have access to valuable resources 
needed to succeed in a crowded market-
place while growing your business to 
new heights.
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Evolve Exchange provides companies with the benefit of interoperability utilizing our secure cloud based 
infrastructure to achieve the “transitions of care” requirement and Meaningful Use Stage 2 Certification.

Evolve Exchange enables companies to access and utilize our secure medical cloud technology 
infrastructure (IaaS) to achieve interoperability. By aligning with our technologically advanced cloud 
platform, Evolve Exchange provides companies with a distinct competitive advantage, enhancing your 
sustainability in the marketplace.

Are You Meaningful Use Stage 2 Certif ied?  

We have developed an Exchange Network that enables you to access and utilize our 

secure medical cloud technology infrastructure (IaaS) to achieve interoperability.  

The greatest benefit of joining Evolve Exchange is interoperability, which provides the 

ability to Connect, Share, and Evolve using our secure medical cloud based solution.  

Evolve Exchange permits communication with HIE’s and all third party medical 

facilities to achieve the “transitions of care” requirement necessary for Meaningful Use 

Stage 2 Certification.  This suite of services o�ers seamless integration to insure 

maximum functionality with our state of the art medical cloud infrastructure.
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EVOLVE EXCHANGE OFFERING:
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EVOLVE EXCHANGE MEDICAL CLOUD SOLUTION:

 

$10,000 one time fee plus $75 a month per provider.
Client will be charged a $5000 annual maintenance fee commencing the second year.

Our secure medical cloud platform infrastructure streamlines interoperability and data exchange for 
EMR companies in order to achieve Meaningful Use Stage 2 and future certifications. Evolve Exchange 
empowers companies with medical cloud based technology that will assist them in overcoming 
obstacles such as Transitions of Care and PQRS, allowing your company and your clients to prosper.  
Realizing this vision, we have developed one of the most powerful, secure medical cloud platforms on 
the market. 

Leveraging our industry leading features, including cutting edge net scaling and Linux cluster 
technology, we have created a highly scalable, extremely powerful medical cloud based infrastructure.

Extra functionalities are provided by preferred integration partners and are available for an additional cost. 

All stated costs are per eligible provider:

 Clearinghouse -$95 Per Month   E-Prescribe- $400 Per Year

 Streaming Labs - $20 Per Month   Apple and Android Functionality - $95 Per Month

 PQRS Functionality with submission - $45 Per Month.  Additional non-provider user accounts are $20.

 Dragon Voice Command Navigation—Varies depending on quantity of licensed users.  Please call for details.                 



   

   

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

  

  

 

DIRECT INTEGRATION - A complete severing of the 
Legacy Server from the Legacy Client and then interfac-
ing the Client to our services model.  This is a preferred 
set-up.

CLIENT PROXY- Creating an asynchronous proxy module 
to relay equivalent calls to our medical cloud.

 
SYNC CLIENT- Leaving the Legacy Client server within 
the user premises and adding a module that synchronizes 
between the on-premises server and our medical cloud. 
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INTEROPERABILITY EXTENSIONS

The Metabase contains shared 
dictionaries, 3rd party 

integration information, and 
patches to take a customer DB 

from any revision to current.

Each customer DB will operate in the 
same way as that of Customer N, for 

the sake of space, it will not be noted.
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